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In these most difficult of times, businesses are realising that any underlying operational
inefficiencies are being magnified, creating real pressure on what would ordinarily
have been seen as solid business models.

We are a unique partnership of CVA practitioner & hospitality consultant, delivering a
comprehensive solution by providing rounded and targeted support. KSA Group has
teamed up with Bar Restaurant Solutions to create Hospitality Rescue that will support
businesses in turning around performance by addressing debt and creditor issues,
improving practices, to create a simple, effective and efficient structure that allows the
ailing business space to breathe, recover and rebuild on more solid foundations.
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About Us

A winning team
The authors of this guide have over 55 years
combined experience in turning businesses
around. They have been involved with a
huge variety of companies and SME
businesses in that time, with the majority
facing serious financial problems.

With our dual aspect approach, we have
proven track records not only creating,
establishing, and expanding hospitality
businesses, understanding our clients' vision
and supporting them to turn that vision into
success and profit - but on the other side of
the coin, proficiency in rescuing and turning
around businesses that tend to struggle
when proper process is not in place. In many
cases, those businesses lack the solid
foundations to arrest the decline and
protect either their stakeholders or bottom
line. Hospitality Rescue can evaluate the
entire situation, and quickly create a
tailored recovery plan (Act, Stabilise, Grow).

We are firm believers that our
combined operational and
commercial expertise will ensure that
all avenues are explored to
turnaround failing businesses. In our
experience, business stress is rarely
caused by a single factor (eg.,
COVID Impact, Cashflow, Sales,
Operational Processes / Procedures,
fixed cost base) but rather a
combination of historic weaknesses,
which might be finally tipped into
crisis, by a final acute circumstance.
With this in mind, we have therefore
come together to provide the skills
base required to support for any
eventuality.

It’s a one call initiative that can
provide clear planning across all
pressure categories.
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Every one of 
our new 
clients says:

“We wish we 
had sought 
help sooner 
and acted 

more 
quickly!”
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Our Team
KSA Group Ltd - CVA Experts.
KSA Group is a national turnaround and restructuring firm.

Keith Steven
Managing Director 

at KSA Group

keiths@ksagroup.co.uk
07974 086779

Keith is heavily involved in turnaround
and insolvency leadership, a CVA Expert
and dedicated to helping SMS across the
UK in every sector… he’s also a publican!
Well, he owns a wine bar and restaurant
in northern England. And he is, in this
horrible 2020 Covid world, witnessing first
hand the problems of furlough, nil cash
flow, planning for reopening and working
capital planning.

Keith loves the licensed trade and has 
built a great family team at Foxtons Wine 
Bar, Berwick Upon Tweed.

Keith was nominated for Turnaround 
Practitioner of the Year 2014 at the 
National Insolvency and Rescue Awards. 
You can reach out to him for ‘hands-on’ 
advice.

Gary Weber
National Turnaround Manager 

at KSA Group

garyw@ksagroup.co.uk
07739 325008 

Gary is passionate about saving viable
businesses and has worked with many of our
clients in the hospitality sector. He himself
has a background in hospitality. He’s owned
and run a busy commercial catering
business, managed and run several bars
and pubs, personally experiencing and
overcoming many of the problems faced by
the hospitality sector.

He is straight-talking, can quickly identify
where a business can be improved and
offers easy to understand advice to business
owners.

At KSA we have the ethos of “giving the
right advice” and of providing advice and
assistance at the earliest opportunity in
order to give ailing businesses the best
chance to weather the current
unprecedented economic storm. Gary is on
hand to speak to any potential client and
will always provide sound guidance on the
right options, including liquidation if
necessary.
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Bar Restaurant Solutions - consultants with a difference:
Fully focused on converting your vision into profit.

Ugne Mikucionyte
Director 

at Bar Restaurant Solutions

ugne@bar.solutions
07707 719755

Ugne has been an operator and
marketeer, bringing expertise, energy
and enthusiasm to our clients.

With a proven track record of
embedding processes and procedures
that impact profitability, her expertise in
authoring and implementing training
programmes delivers cultural as well as
financial benefits.

Trained as a marketeer, Ugne has the
skills to drive positioning, promotions,
strengthening brand equity, retaining
and building consumer base, all of which
are vital in delivering business solutions.

Mike Glancy
Managing Director 

at Bar Restaurant Solutions

mike@bar.solutions
07581 089061

Mike has board level expertise as MD,
Commercial and Operations Director
across all sectors.

His skill set includes operations, financial
planning, concept design, procurement,
brand strategy and acquisitions.

With both personal & professional
experience of establishing new and
turning around existing businesses -
repositioning to become profitable and
viable, Mike relishes the variety of
challenges that such uncertain trading
conditions can present.
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KSA Group
CVA Experts. KSA Group is a national turnaround and restructuring firm.
Offices in London, Birmingham, Edinburgh. Gateshead, Berwick Upon
Tweed.

Tel: 0800 970 0539
www.ksagroup.co.uk

Corporate 
Advice

KSA Group explores all options and provides advice on how a distressed
business and its stakeholders can improve their financial position.

Finance & 
Refinance

Whether you need to refinance, replace bank facilities or secure
invoice finance, we can help. Our team can arrange a replacement
funder in 2-3 days if required.

Turnaround 
& Insolvency

Our professional team liaises with stakeholders on all insolvency
procedures and ensures the best possible outcome under the
circumstances.

Lender & 
Investor 
Services

We can help lenders by assessing the viability of businesses, using
advanced financial forecasting techniques and advising on complex
restructuring issues.
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Bar Restaurant Solutions
We are consultants with a difference. Fully focused on converting your vision
into profit - we are committed to our partnerships and can add Board level
expertise to your entrepreneurial flare. Let us support you in delivering your
goals. Based in London, operating throughout the UK.

Tel: 07581 089061
www.bar.solutions

Operations

Start up: site finding, CAPEX efficiency, project management, business
planning, recruitment, training, budgeting.
Turnaround: roots up review, sales building, proactive cost controls,
training, consistent customer experience.
Growth: efficient purchasing, financial planning, strategy, strong
foundations / structure.

Procurement
Service: no cost to client, analysis, supplier management.
Benefits: large group purchasing, price holds, minimum inflation.
Products: utilities, food, beverage, equipment, consumables, uniforms.

Marketing
Branding: strengthening brand equity, embedding values and ethos.
Strategy: market research, tactical promotions, pricing strategy,
budget control.
Communications: integrated, creative social media, photography /
video, website design and build.

Projects
Create: concept and design, landlord negotiations, business plans.
Source: tender process, equipment sourcing, feasibility study.
Deliver: project management, opening plans, budgets.
Invest: packages ready for growth, operations manuals

9



Review 
Process:
Operations & 

Corporate 
Responsibility
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“An honest review process is
the first step to recovery”.

When we understand the
reality, we can plan for the
recovery. The following notes
will help you evaluate your
position and allow you to
seek the support you need.
Assess and call us: let’s plan
the future together.

How We Can Help

The first thing to do is NOT to panic. Whilst recent events may be deeply worrying, things
will, eventually, return to some sort of normality. It’s now very much a case of stepping
back, taking a deep breath, calmly assessing your situation and deciding what help to
seek. It’s understandable to feel distressed and panicked by the current situation your
business finds itself in.

You’ve probably made many sacrifices, you may have invested your own hard earned
money and you’ve probably worked long and hard to make your hospitality business as
successful as possible. It’s probably been a ‘way of life’ for you and you are likely to
have become emotionally attached to the business. And now it looks as though it’s all
slipping away from you through absolutely no fault of your own.

But there comes a point when you must try, as hard as it may be, to put the emotional
attachments you have to the business aside and let your head dictate your decisions
moving forward. You must be pragmatic and practical and, to the best of your ability,
ensure the financial situation doesn’t worsen, by making decisions and taking action
responsibly and quickly.

So, let’s start with a well used turnaround phrase, “You are where you are”. There is no
time for blame or recrimination, all actions and energy must be geared towards SAVING
YOUR BUSINESS and hopefully we can help!

We help many thousands of people every year, across different and diverse
business sectors. Most are fantastically hard working, many are innovative and
creative, others are great with numbers or processes, and still more are great
leaders. But all of the people we work with and help at the current time share one
common thread: they require support to create a clear recovery plan.
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Review 
Process:
Operations & 

Corporate 
Responsibility
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The 5 Stages of ‘Triage’
So what do we mean by “Triage”? Well, if you are reading this, there is a high likelihood that
your business has found itself in some choppy water. We are here to help and support you
in reviewing, restructuring and repositioning your business to become viable and profitable.
All too often, if not fully supported a business team will lack the necessary professional input
to reverse decline and streamline for future success. The following detail explains a little
about how we work and where we feel we can support you in the recovery process.

Let’s be honest with ourselves and admit that things are going to be different for a while to
come. We understand that whilst there are many continuing imponderables, to which
nobody has all of the answers, this DOES NOT mean that we should sit tight and take a
holding brief.

Planning is absolutely key to ensuring that your business has the very best opportunity to
bounce back - better and stronger. Of course, plans put in place now will need to be
tweaked / changed and adapted as we gain more clarity re: how restaurants and bars will
regain trade.

An amended plan still has the same targets and goals, forming a structure that all parties in
the business can focus on & work towards. Everyone is aligned, is a stakeholder and inputs
into the delivery of the plan. Piecemeal thinking has no place in this critical scenario and
will not see you through in times of crisis.

We appreciate that the prime focus will be on generating immediate cash flow, with a
need to reduce costs without detracting from quality and service. With this as a starting
point, Bar Restaurant Solutions has put together a framework that allows your business to
effectively plan critical stages now, and to review through future trading and onwards into
the “new normal” and beyond.

Whilst the individualities of each business will require bespoke planning - the principles
and framework are applicable to any operation and if followed can prevent any critical
areas being overlooked, with all avenues given full consideration prior to
implementation.
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The 5 Stages of ‘Triage’

Health 
Check

Understand and manage cost bases -
fixed and controllable. People planning.
Proposition review. Integrated marketing
communications. Review procurement.

Critical 
Path

Trading Review

Planning

Agree opening strategy. Remodel budget to year
end. Labour planning. Supplier engagement.
Author service and operational protocols. Agree
training plan. Critical path sign off.

Consolidate offer. Daily forecasting.
Customer confidence. Stock planning
for revised budget targets.

Weekly business review (mini P&L). People
update. Customer feedback. Ensure ratios are
delivered. Review proposition.

4 week full review of performance.
Realign financial model. Reassess
both proposition and labour plan.

14



Review 
Process:
Operations & 

Corporate 
Responsibility
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What’s impacting 
your business?

2. Premises leases must be paid. Some
landlords are being reasonable but
many are not. Landlords can be
intractable, seeing themselves as
creditors who must be paid above
and beyond everyone else.

As hospitality businesses witnessed a sharp trading slow down over a number
of weeks - prior to being forced to stop trading (or at the very least reduce
trading significantly) literally overnight, an immediate and significant impact
on cashflow was felt across the industry, crippling traders’ ability to meet their
ongoing financial obligations.

Additionally, businesses will continue to suffer, for the foreseeable future, from
the following financial problems.

1. Struggling to cut costs to match
lower demand. You may have been
a much bigger business in the period
leading up to Coronavirus and
employed many more people. How
do you get rid of those overheads,
how do you cut staff costs?
Redundancy is expensive.

3. A cashflow crisis is, almost always,
brought on by lack of revenue.
Having been a larger business with
much higher costs, you can find
yourself with “LEGACY DEBTS”, from a
previous ‘better’ trading period.

4. Slower debtor collection if your
business provides credit to customers
(particularly in the independent hotel
sector). Everyone is trying to preserve
cash, as you are. You should
definitely be running a daily cashflow
forecast to ensure that you are aware
when cashflow holes are looming.

5. Tax debts are falling further behind.
HMRC are often referred to as the “de-
facto bank of choice” for many hospitality
companies. As businesses you are
supposed to pay VAT at the quarter ends
and PAYE/NI on a monthly basis. As you
know, the day comes when the cash
won’t meet that payment profile and the
business starts to ‘borrow’ from HMRC by
simply not paying them. Whilst leniency
from HMRC is welcome, tax debts will
have to be repaid sooner or later.

6. Retention of staff. Whether they be
managers, chefs, bar staff, waiting staff,
cleaners, housekeepers or security
personnel, all will expect to be paid. You
may be hanging on to them in the hope
that the resumption in trade is just around
the corner. Optimism is great, but it could
be misplaced loyalty or based on naivety:
if sales and decent cashflow are not
imminent, costs MUST be cut.

7. Loans and credit obtained still have to
be repaid at some point. Most hospitality
businesses have loans or financial
obligations in place and repayments for
these will have been modelled in ‘better’
times. You may be tempted to borrow
even more now, but THINK first – any
debt has to be repaid at some point!
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Important questions
It’s time to ask yourself some important questions: you will have to be honest with
yourself, your employees, your creditors and your bank (if you have any debts). Without
this honesty, there is a real risk that you will only make the current problems worse. It is
important that you carefully and honestly consider the problems facing the business.
Ask yourself the following questions and ACT NOW!

1. Is this business viable? If you could remove the problems or the pressure, does it have
a real long term future?

2. Is more debt all the business needs to solve its problems? Can you safely introduce
new capital, perhaps from your own sources? Or is this good money after bad?

3. Can you achieve sufficient sales, activity or momentum to cover your costs? We call
this achieving critical mass.

4. Have you reviewed your cost base (fixed and controllable). Are your cost ratios in
line?

5. If your business activity does rise can you: a) fund it and b) justify any further credit
you may have to take?

6. Are your people delivering in their roles ? Are they committed and accountable?

7. Have you reviewed your proposition – is it delivering on Quality, Consistency, Value
For Money and Margin ?

8. Would it be better to close the business and look at other opportunities?

9. Are you proactive in revising forecasts , labour planning and delivering profit targets?

10. Have you taken advice from professionals? If not, talk to Hospitality Rescue’s
turnaround team for guidance.

11. Have you involved the key partners in your business?

12. Are you fearful of taking decisions to close, restructure or sell the business and are
seeking to trade out to defer that decision-making process? Are you just kicking the
can further down the road?

17
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Speak to 
the CVA 
experts.

Call us now on 
0845 519 4930 
for a FREE, no 

obligation chat.



Employee 
Redundancies
Sadly, we suspect a number of hospitality businesses may close for good and many
employees may lose their jobs. Even those businesses that do survive may not need to
retain all their employees, they simply may not be able to afford to. What if employers
need to make staff redundant?

19

Many businesses in the hospitality sector
will probably take some months to
recover and for cashflow to return to
‘normal’. This may mean that employers
will need to make some employees
redundant and trade at minimal staffing
levels.

You will know that employees have
certain rights when they are made
redundant and we strongly recommend
that employers seek advice, when there
is a need to make employees redundant.
By law employers must consult with
employees about redundancy or
possible redundancy. The consultation is
a chance for you as an employer to talk
to an employee about changes you’re
planning and why they’re at risk of
redundancy. If, as an employer, you’re
planning to make more than 20 people
redundant within 90 days, in a single
establishment, this is known as ‘collective
redundancy’. There are set rules you
must follow for ‘collective redundancies’
and you must adhere to a ‘consultation
period’.

Legally, in all redundancy situations you, 
as an employer, are required to:
• Inform employees in advance (notice

period)
• Keep paying employees until they 

leave
• Give redundancy pay (if applicable)

Notice periods and redundancy pay are
determined by how long an employee
has worked for your business and their
age. Again, you should seek clear
advice and follow the legal procedures.
The message in respect of staff
redundancies is clear – SEEK ADVICE and
ensure you ACT WITHIN THE LAW to avoid
problems at a later date.

In certain circumstances the government
may help meet redundancy costs to
businesses who cannot afford them
through the Redundancy Payments
Office (RPO) or with a loan to the
company.

If your business can be made viable (and
survive) by reducing costs and those
savings can be made by reducing staff
numbers, scaling back the business and
rebuilding in the future, then a Company
Voluntary Arrangement (CVA) may be
appropriate.

Many large multi-site casual dining sector
high street names have done just that
(see the following page).

A CVA can also be used to determine 
expensive premises leases or indeed to 
renegotiate rents to an affordable level.
See www.companyrescue.co.uk for more
information on CVAs.

http://www.companyrescue.co.uk/


Post 
Review 
Process:

Viability
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Restructuring Options 
For Viable Business
If you genuinely believe that the business is viable, has a future and that the problems are
not insurmountable - then read on. ‘Trading Out’ can be a very effective tool if handled
correctly. There are a number of ways to do this. The key is to achieve a breathing space
for the business. This lifts cashflow pressure, right now CASH IS KING!

PLAN A: Informal Deal
Merely calling the key creditors, explaining
the position: you want to pay them back in
full, as fast as possible but cashflow is tight
and can you pay them over an affordable
timeframe, can work wonders. BUT do not
do this without a planned approach. You
MUST:
1. Work out your cashflow forecast - be
realistic. If a debtor is due to pay your
business in 30 days check whether they are
happy with the invoice and goods, check
when they think they will pay. Then add on
10 days at least for a safe margin.
2. Build a daily cashflow, if you cannot
write spreadsheets use a simple form on a
sheet of paper, but update every figure as
you go. Why not contact us for a free
cashflow model designed by experts for
just this purpose? You can download one
here.
3. DO NOT ‘Over Promise’. If it looks like you
can pay all key creditors in 30-60 days, ask
for 60-90 days. Creditors will usually be
happy to work with you - if you are honest.
4. DO NOT break deals. But if it is
unavoidable, write to and call the
creditors and explain carefully where the
plan has not worked. Honesty is the key.
This does not guarantee support - but you
must be straight with creditors.

WE HAVE A SPECIALIST TEAM OF CREDITOR
NEGOTIATORS WHO WILL OFTEN REACH
AGREEMENT WITH CREDITORS WHEN THE
BUSINESS OWNERS HAVE TRIED AND FAILED
PREVIOUSLY. CALL US ON 0845 519 4930

PLAN B:  Formal Deal
A CVA is a legally binding agreement with
your company's creditors to allow a
proportion of its debts to be paid back
over time. 75% of the creditors, by value,
who voted need to support the proposal.

Once the proposal has been approved
then all unsecured creditors are bound by
the arrangement. The company can carry
on trading as usual, and the directors
remain in control. The CVA is monitored by
a supervisor who has to be a licensed
insolvency practitioner. The arrangement
usually lasts for 3-5 years.

A CVA is the best rescue tool for a
company that is viable going forward but
is burdened by historic debt. The directors,
who remain in control, are able to trade
out of their current financial problems
provided that they have addressed the
problems that caused the debts in the first
place. CVA Experts - KSA Group has
helped with hundreds of CVA proposals
and are leading experts in this process.

Our CVA GUIDE can be downloaded here
and will help you to discover what a
Company Voluntary Arrangement does,
understand how it works and how it can
help you stop creditor pressure and
turnaround your company. If you do not
wish to read through all the guide, then
you can call our support centre on 0845
519 4930 for a no obligation confidential
chat.
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https://www.companyrescue.co.uk/fileadmin/uploads/cr/Documents/StandardDailyCashBasic2011V4.xlsx
https://www.companyrescue.co.uk/fileadmin/uploads/cr/Documents/Company-voluntary-arrangement-CVA-guide-v3.pdf


But CVAs aren’t just for 
the big chains.
Call the CVA experts 
now on 0845 519 4930

Casual Dining Sector 
CVAs
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Case Studies
There now follows some actual case studies from our files. Naturally, we
have not mentioned names to preserve anonymity, but suffice to say, we
are always pleased to provide contact details of previous satisfied clients for
reference purposes.

In these uncertain times it’s vital that company directors and business
owners seek expert advice, understand the options and take decisive action.

Please contact our team on 0845 519 4930 or email us on
hello@hospitality-rescue.co.uk
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The company was encountering
financial difficulties due to:
● Lower than expected

turnover. The directors
recently took over the lease
and the financial information
supplied by the previous
tenant proved to be
incorrect and has resulted in
the company building debts
with creditors

Premises:
● Are a leased traditional style

public house
Employees:
● The company employs 10

staff including the directors
● It was not necessary to make

any redundancies; however,
redundancies may be made
utilising the CVA process

Bank & financial facilities:
● A £5K overdraft facility was

provided
● The Bank were unsecured i.e.

it had no debenture or fixed
& floating charge over the
company’s assets

South of England Based Pub & Restaurant

The director of the company contacted KSA to discuss the company’s present
financial situation. Then, after a subsequent telephone conversation with one of KSA’s
regional managers, a meeting was requested and held at the company’s premises.
The company operates within the leisure sector and provides high end pub and
restaurant services. KSA was appointed to assist the company with a Company
Voluntary Arrangement (CVA).

Turnover was c£670k.

Directors:
● The directors had provided Personal

Guarantees (PGs) to the landlord
● No PGs had been provided to the

bank
● There were considerable loan

accounts in favour of the directors. It
is a usual modification by HMRC (i.e.
condition of acceptance) that the
directors (being connected or
associated creditors) waive their
claim to those monies and the claim
does not survive the CVA

Unsecured Creditor debt:
● c£60K of which HMRC was 100%

Cost & overhead reduction:
● Short term rent reduction negotiated
● Negotiated an on going barrelage

cost reduction
● New financial and stock control

protocols instigated
New activity:
● The directors have instigated a

demographically oriented marketing
campaign utilising conventional and
online media to ensure
comprehensive cover and specific
targeting

The nominee’s review was held and the CVA and nominee’s report were subsequently
lodged at court. The CVA proposed 100p in £1 repayment to unsecured creditors over
4 years. HMRC provided their response accepting the CVA.

The CVA was accepted by the body of creditors at the creditors meeting and the
company is in CVA.

24
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Would you like
to explore the
CVA option in
more detail?
Before deciding to explore CVAs
in more detail, make sure that you
go through the decision making
process carefully.

Most importantly is your business
viable or can it be made viable
using a CVA to cut costs and deal
with the legacy debt?

If you have now decided to
explore the possibility of a CVA,
we can get one of our professional
advisors to give you more
information.
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Case Study: Operations

Property

Of the three properties, two were
sustainable and capable of recovery
however the third was onerous in
terms of driving sustainable profit. This
unit was targeted for assignment of
lease, whilst the other two were
prepared for the results of the
proposition review.

Underperforming Premium Casual Dining Business With Three Prominent Locations.

With all Bar Restaurant Solutions clients, the first stage of any support plan is
understanding the business and its values. A comprehensive review of the business was
undertaken to fully understand where those expectations and values were failing or
inconsistent in their delivery.

We work in partnership with clients and full disclosure of commercials is vital if we are to
fully understand where the focus must be to address decline and begin the turnaround
process.

Proposition

There was an opportunity to improve
procurement efficiency with the resulting
savings being invested back into the quality
of the offer. Previously rising costs and
declining sales had led to focus being on
maintaining margin and this inevitably means
declining quality.

Very quickly, this business was moved from recovery to growth and, following a new
acquisition, has returned to three units with a Brand equity that punches above its
weight.

Review Discovery: to make long standing and positive change, every aspect of the
business must be interrogated with a considered recovery plan put in place and
agreed with all stakeholders. This business had very obvious property and proposition
issues and so both were targeted to work in unison to deliver improved results.

This is a downward cycle and one that many businesses fall prey to. 

Especially in the premium casual sector, VFM and consistency of quality is the only
proper way to retain and grow the customer base. The business was repositioned to be
competitive and recognised once again for its consistency and quality. Returning sales
ensure key ratios are so much more efficient and can be effectively managed, driving
considerable increases to profit conversion.
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Case Study: Corporate Responsibility

The company was encountering
financial difficulties due to:
● Losses sustained resulting from

the purchase of a leasehold
public house in late 2011,
which the company operate
predominantly as an Italian
based cuisine casual dining
restaurant. The pub
represents c50% of the
company's income but the
running costs are having a
detrimental effect on the
overall business

Premises:
● The company operated from

leased premises, there were
significant arrears owed on
the rent and the lease had
3½ years left to run

● Following discussions with the
landlord of the leased
premises, the decision was
made by the directors to
vacate the premises. The
directors also signed a lease
surrender. They had provided
personal guarantees which
the landlord had verbally
agreed not to rely on

South of England Restaurant & Catering Co.

This company was incorporated in December 2009. One of the directors contacted
KSA after reading the website. A meeting was subsequently held between one of the
directors and KSA national turnaround manager, Gary Weber. KSA were appointed to
assist the company. The company operated a restaurant and provides catering
services to regular daily venues as well as individual functions. Turnover for the
financial year was c£451K with a loss of c£38k. However, due to radical restructuring,
sales are forecast to reduce to c£220K during the first year of the CVA but showing a
net profit of c£26k.

Employees:
● The CVA meant that 15 jobs were

saved however it was necessary to
make 4 redundancies using the CVA
process which resulted in minimal cost
for the company, with the
governments redundancy payments
office (RPO) meeting the redundancy
costs

Bank & financial facilities:
● The company had no loan or

overdraft facility and the bank held
no security

● The directors had provided no
personal guarantees.

● There were no other financial facilities
at the time

Directors:
● Directors loans of c£50K had been

made available to the company and
were therefore connected creditors

● On approval of the CVA, the
connected creditors agreed to waive
their claims to these monies and also
agreed their debt would not survive
the CVA

● Both of the directors had been
involved with a previous insolvency

Unsecured Creditor debt:
● £164.5K of which HMRC was 78%

The CVA was filed at court and subsequently distributed to all creditors.
The CVA was then approved at the creditors meeting with a proposed dividend of 53p in £1. 
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London Restaurant Liquidated Following CVA Attempt

The company traded as a restaurant and pastry/coffee shop. KSA were appointed to
assist the company with the production of CVA proposals. Annual turnover at the time
was £1.2m, a £55k increase on previous year.

So in the end the most important thing to do is to act decisively and tell the truth, as 
otherwise the risks go up significantly.

HMRC approved the CVA with standard modifications. A CVA creditors meeting was
held in London and although sufficient votes had been cast by the creditors to
approve the CVA with a proposed CVA dividend of 49p in £1, certain matters were
disclosed at the meeting which gave cause for concern over the company's future
viability. It was then agreed to adjourn the meeting for 14 days. At the adjourned
meeting, the chairman informed the meeting that the directors had confirmed the
company was no longer viable and the CVA was rejected. KSA Group were
subsequently appointed as liquidators. OK, so this sounds like a bad result but one of
the co-owners had been working 16 hours a day on a low wage as the head chef.
Almost immediately after the liquidation, he secured a job advising high-end hotels on
their food and menus which paid significantly more.

The company encountered financial difficulties due to a number of issues:

Initially:
● Cost of renovation of large leased premises doubled to £700k
● Opening delayed 4 months due to increased works
● Opening was low key due to renovation overspend therefore trade was slow in

building
Ongoing:
● Rising overheads: Business rates, Rent, utilities etc
● Cash flow difficulties directly attributed to initial renovation problems had

caused the business to rely heavily on an arranged overdraft
● 2nd quarter of the year saw a dramatic drop in sales of 60
● Unable to adhere to TTP arranged with HMRC

Bank and financial facilities:
● The bank was secured with a debenture (fixed and floating charge) and

mortgage
○ Owed £53k on £400k overdraft facility
○ £234k owed on 2 bank loans original cumulative facility of £310k
○ £47.5k remaining on 1 EFG loan original facility of £60k
○ £3k remaining on 1 SFLGS loan original facility of £60k

● The directors provided personal guarantees and security by way of personal
property for any outstanding amounts

Unsecured (trade) creditors:
● Total debt of £319k inc. HMRC at £216k (c.68%)
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Casual Dining Sector - 8 Outlets

Review Discovery: This popular brand had grown organically to 8 units very quickly
and was exploring investment for expansion. The product was best in class and as
such was not in need of any major amendments. The business however, had grown
with no solid foundations in place, with processes and procedures inconsistent at best.

There was also a lack of commerciality in the team, which all combined to present a
huge opportunity for the business to be made more efficient and so more profitable.

• Management Training Programme

BRS authored and implemented Operational Processes embedding accountability and
commercial awareness throughout the team. Management was trained not only to
understand the P&L figures - but much more importantly - how to impact them
positively.

Our unique training methods not only coached but motivated the team, improving
their Management skills and adding value to the overall business.

The EBITDA moved by multiple points and the value of the business was hugely
increased.

This proved very timely as we supported the business in seeking outside investment to
take it to the next level.
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Summary

KSA Group

Keith Steven keiths@ksagroup.co.uk

Gary Weber garyw@ksagroup.co.uk

www.ksagroup.co.uk

We can apply our combined skills to assess and review your business practices in both
governance and operations. We will then agree the plan to return viable but ailing
businesses back to full health.

All businesses have very different triggers and therefore require bespoke planning. Let us
deliver that together. Remember - Hospitality Rescue offer FREE initial assessment meetings!

Honest Review + Practical Planning = Recovery

Contact us now 

Bar Restaurant Solutions

Mike Glancy  mike@bar.solutions

Ugne Mikucionyte ugne@bar.solutions

www.bar.solutions
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Hospitality Rescue 

Tel: 0845 519 4930 

hello@hospitality-rescue.co.uk www.hospitality-rescue.co.uk

mailto:keiths@ksagroup.co.uk
mailto:garyw@ksagroup.co.uk
mailto:mike@bar.solutions
mailto:ugne@bar.solutions


Downloads
Further info is available on download. This is free: don’t put it off until tomorrow.

We hope this guide has been useful reading for you and your colleagues. Over many
years we have built up this approach of giving good quality guidance to struggling
company directors, business owners, accountants and investors. We figure that giving
free general advice will save many businesses, whilst other people will need our
hands-on advice and call us directly.

As you will know while all hospitality businesses are generally similar they are
specifically different – so this general guide may not have answered all of your
questions. Please feel free to call our expert advisors.

CVA

Guide to Company 
Voluntary Arrangement 

(CVA)

CVL

PPA

CASH

Guide to Creditors 
Voluntary Liquidation 

(CVL)

Simple Guide to Pre-
Pack Administration 

(PPA)

Daily Cashflow Forecast 
Template
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COVID

Previous COVID guide

https://www.companyrescue.co.uk/fileadmin/uploads/cr/Documents/Company-voluntary-arrangement-CVA-guide-v3.pdf
https://www.companyrescue.co.uk/fileadmin/uploads/cr/Guides/New-Experts-Guide-To-Creditors-Voluntary-Liquidation-2020.pdf
https://www.companyrescue.co.uk/fileadmin/uploads/cr/Documents/admin-prepack-flowchart2006.pdf
https://www.companyrescue.co.uk/fileadmin/uploads/cr/Documents/StandardDailyCashBasic2011V4.xlsx
https://www.hospitality-rescue.co.uk/download-our-guide/


Disclaimer

The Guide is intended solely to provide general guidance on matters of interest for the personal use of the reader,
who accepts full responsibility for its use. The application and impact of laws can vary widely based on the specific
facts involved. Given the continually changing nature of laws, rules and regulations, there may be Guide errors,
omissions or inaccuracies. The Guide is provided with the understanding that the authors and publishers are not
engaged in rendering professional advice or services.

The Guide cannot be a substitute for consultation with professional and competent advisers. Before making any
decision or taking any action, readers should consult a professional adviser.

KSA Group Ltd & Bar Restaurant Solutions Ltd are not responsible for any guide errors, omissions, or inaccuracies. The
Guide information is provided with no guarantee of, or warranty as to its completeness, accuracy, or timeliness.

Nothing herein shall to any extent substitute for the reader’s independent investigations and business judgment. In no
event will KSA Group Ltd & Bar Restaurant Solutions Ltd, or its directors, employees or agents, be liable for any
decision made or action taken consequent to the Guide or for any consequential, special or similar damages, even
if advised of the possibility of such damages.


